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Details
A professional rear handle logging chain saw
equipped with a high-performance 73.5cc engine
with 5.4hp featuring a full-wrap aluminum handle
with rubber grip for strength and comfort. The
ECHO CS-7310PW chainsaw has the cutting
performance to tackle the toughest jobs with all the
professional features commercial arborists and
loggers require - including one of the best air
cleaner systems in the industry. 73.5cc 5.4hp Rear
Handle. A professional rear handle logging chain
saw equipped with a high-performance 73.5cc
engine with 5.4hp featuring a full-wrap aluminum
handle with rubber grip for strength and comfort.
The ECHO CS-7310PW chainsaw has the cutting
performance to tackle the toughest jobs with all the
professional features commercial arborists and
loggers require - including one of the best air
cleaner systems in the industry. Includes .058 bar
and chain. 73.5cc 5.4hp Rear Handle. 32in guide bar
with .058 gauge chain.

High-power 73.5cc 2-stroke commercial grade
engine
3-Point spring vibration reduction system for
operator comfort
Air-injection air cleaner uses centrifugal force
to selparate the dust and debris from air
resulting in longer air filter life
Full-wrap handle for additional gripping
options
Chrome plated cylinder for long engine life
Magnesium crankcase and sprocket cover for
strength and light weight
Pleated air filter with a large surgace area to
ensure steady flow of clean air to carburetor

Echo CS-7310PW Chainsaw 32in 73.5CC
Rear Handle - Full Wrap Around Handle
RECCS7310PW-32
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Specifications
Manufacturer Echo
Bar Length 32 in
Chain Gauge .050 in
Engine Displacement 73.5 cc (4.5 cu in)
Fuel Capacity 16.9 fl oz
Ignition System Digital
Oiling System Automatic / Adjustable

Clutch-Driven
Starting System Spring-Assist
Weight (lbs) 15.4 lb

Replacement Parts
REC32H8PS3805C Echo 32in Guide Bar

.058 Gauge
REC73LPX105CQ Echo 32in Saw Chain

.058 Gauge

Echo CS-7310PW Chainsaw 32in 73.5CC
Rear Handle - Full Wrap Around Handle
RECCS7310PW-32


